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Challenges in tissue engineering – towards cell
control inside artificial scaffolds
M. Emmert,ab P. Witzelab and D. Heinrich*ac
Control of living cells is vital for the survival of organisms. Each cell inside an organism is exposed to
diverse external mechano-chemical cues, all coordinated in a spatio-temporal pattern triggering individual
cell functions. This complex interplay between external chemical cues and mechanical 3D environments
is translated into intracellular signaling loops. Here, we describe how external mechano-chemical cues
control cell functions, especially cell migration, and influence intracellular information transport. In particular,
this work focuses on the quantitative analysis of (1) intracellular vesicle transport to understand intracellular
state changes in response to external cues, (2) cellular sensing of external chemotactic cues, and (3) the
cells’ ability to migrate in 3D structured environments, artificially fabricated to mimic the 3D environment
of tissue in the human body.
1. Introduction
To ensure the viability of living cells, a great variety of biochemical
and physical processes have to be coordinated.1 This sophisti-
cated out-of-equilibrium system is orchestrated by complex inter-
dependent processes within the extremely crowded and active
cell interior. Chemical and physical signals in and outside of
cells determine biological processes, such as cell migration and
morphogenesis.2 Mechanisms of cell functions are based on
highly organized intracellular structures and systems, ranging
in size from the nano- to the micron-scale. These structures are
intrinsically dynamic, exhibiting active and passive transport
phenomena to pass on information between diﬀerent regions
inside the cell.3
While the genome provides the blueprint for all vital processes,
the interaction of living cells with their environment determines
cell functions. Not only molecular concentration gradients4 but
also mechanical interactions with 3D scaﬀolds of the extracellular
matrix determine functionality of living cells, such as adhesion,
migration, proliferation and diﬀerentiation.5
The ability of cells to migrate in 3D environments under
defined external cues (i.e. in the form of chemical or topo-
graphic gradients) in the host organism is essential for life.
Malfunction of these processes often results in diseases in
living organisms.
A new insight into disease mechanisms is of utmost
importance to develop novel strategies for curing diseases like
neuronal degeneracy,6,7 cancer,8 and inflammation9 or to iden-
tify the mechanistic origins of rare diseases. Additionally, this
understanding will promote the development of innovative cell
guiding strategies, e.g. for scaﬀold design in tissue engineering
and innovative cell sorting techniques for diagnostic purposes.
This review summarizes studies that advance the abilities to
control and analyse cellular functions using physical methods
(Fig. 1), with a focus on amoeboid cells. Central questions are:
(1) How does the seemingly random noise pattern of intra-
cellular transport reflect the plasticity of the cell interior? And
how can this be analysed to extract relevant motion states?
(2) How is a living cell capable of precisely sensing chemo-
tactic cues from the environment?
(3) How are active dynamic control mechanisms changing the
global shape of the cell by microtubule-actin crosstalk to adapt to
the 3D environment? And how do cells perform directedmigration
in 3D environments?
To answer these questions, it is essential to exert boundary
conditions to living cells by applying external cues which keep
key cell functions in a defined state. A controlled change of
these predefined conditions induces state changes in living cells
which can be quantified by extracting the relevant motion data.
The following sections will display the importance of a mecha-
nistic understanding of intracellular transport states (Section 2),
chemotaxis (Section 3) and topographic cell guidance (Section 4)
for the development of novel solutions for medical diagnosis
and therapy. This systematic approach will facilitate the design
of cell type specific 3D environments that allow for cell guidance
and provide culture conditions similar to the cells’ physiological
environment.
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2. Intracellular information and
material transport
A living organism is a highly dynamic system that depends on
the accurate interaction and performance of every subunit. In a
densely crowded cell interior under non-equilibrium conditions,
the transport of proteins, vesicles, and cellular building blocks
is crucial for fast adaptation and for response mechanisms in
reaction to extracellular cues. These cellular state changes are
characterised by distinct transitions in intracellular transport
processes. Extracting these state transitions from intracellular
motion data will serve as a readout of cell response to mechanical
or chemical cues and as a novel tool for the analysis of cell–
material interactions.
To advance our understanding of the impact of cellular
architecture on intracellular dynamics, several methods have
been developed for automated, reliable and time-resolved identifi-
cation of motility signatures of cytoplasmic tracers.1,10–15 Such
approaches are both experimentally challenging and of funda-
mental importance. As an example, investigations on intracellular
trajectories of beads moved by optical tweezers revealed anom-
alous diffusion behaviour depending on the particle diameter.11
In living cells, motile vesicles undergo two types of motion
(Fig. 2): directed transport, driven by molecular motors on fila-
ments, and thermal diﬀusion in the crowded, activemedium.13,16–21
The combination of random and directed motion phases in the
cytoplasm exhibit great advantages. Directed motion by bio-
motors along microtubules (MT) rapidly transports vesicles
between the periphery and the cell center.14,15 In contrast, random
walks are very slow considering the high viscosity of the cytoplasm.
This motion alone would explore the whole space but it would be
too slow to ensure viability. The combination of these two motions
facilitates very effective intracellular transport with fast-directed
motion phases and diffusion, to ensure efficient search modes for
chemical reactions to occur in the cell. This efficiency of combined
directed and random motions in cells has also been predicted by
theoretical studies.1,22
2.1. Two state analysis of intracellular transport
A basic and general analysis method to investigate intracellular
transport motions is the mean squared displacement (MSD)
method applied to trajectories of intracellular tracers.3 A more
detailed local MSD method with directional persistence analysis
of the tracer path distinguishes diﬀusive motion from directed
transport along MTs, by reliably separating diﬀusive and directed
motion phenomena of particles.13 To extract these two motion
modes, particle motion is analysed in terms of a two-state motility
model, yielding distributions of state durations as well as state
parameters, i.e. velocities during directed motion phases and
diﬀusion coeﬃcients.
Experiments with colloidal probes engulfed by Dictyostelium
discoideum cells exhibit the described two-state motion in
the cytoplasmic space: random walks and directed motions
with high velocities. Thus, transport of intracellular cargoes
proceeds by successive phases of diﬀusion and directed motion.
The calculated local velocities are best characterised in
terms of very broad log-normal distributions comprising
velocities over 3 orders of magnitude up to a few microns
per second.13,23
The velocity distributions reveal subtle changes in the
intracellular transport behaviour caused by modifications of
the cytoskeleton composition due to mutations, hormones, or
drugs.13,16,19 To identify the precise eﬀect of diﬀerent compo-
nents of the cellular micro- and nanoarchitecture on vesicle
transport, cytoskeleton parts were selectively disturbed by using
depolymerising drugs. Examples are the decomposition of the
MT network by benomyl and of the actin cortex by latrunculin A.
In both cases, the fast motion states vanish. The removal of
myosin II motors results in a decrease of the overall velocities
corresponding to an apparent increase in the cytoplasm
viscosity. Determined active state durations obey a decaying
exponential distribution, whereas the durations of the random
states follow log-normal distributions.24 The diﬀusion coeﬃ-
cients exhibit a broad log-normal distribution revealing that
the random walks are not pure Brownian motions.20 Such
behaviour is typical for diﬀusion in complex fluids with fractal
dimensionality.23
Fig. 1 Schematic overview of experimental approaches to elucidate cell
behaviour, signal processing and cell-substrate interaction. Intracellular
information and material transport are probed by uptake and intracellular
release of functionalised nanoparticles, in addition to magnetic force appli-
cation. Cell-substrate interactions are controlled by cell type specific surface
functionalisation. 3D environments are investigated and specifically adapted
to match individual cell requirements for scaﬀold design, in addition to force
sensors for the analysis of cellular pulling and pushing forces.
Fig. 2 Two state distribution of tracer bead motion: State 1 – molecular
motor associated motion along microtubules with attachment duration tA.
State 2 – detachment from microtubule and diffusive motion of duration tP.
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2.2. Langevin model of intracellular subdiﬀusion
The subdiﬀusive regime is particularly interesting for inferring
information about the dynamics of the cytoskeleton morphology
and intracellular transport. To investigate the more complex
intracellular transport processes leading to subdiﬀusion, all
directed motion was excluded.16 Experimental results are com-
pared to simulations of a data-driven Langevin model with finite
correlations, capturing essential statistical features of the local
MSD analysis.13,16,17 The statistics of this local MSD algorithm
were calculated and a stochastic model of intracellular subdiﬀu-
sion was developed for random motion with Gaussian velocity
fluctuations, with a given correlation function.17 Thus, subdiﬀu-
sive transport inD. discoideum cells can be described by Brownian
motion with correlated Gaussian velocity fluctuations. In the
experimental data, increments are Gaussian only to a certain
approximation and no higher order or nonlinear correlations
were incorporated in the model.16
Both microtubules and actin filaments act as the cause of
intracellular subdiﬀusion.16 In general, microtubule sweeping
motions liquefy the cytoplasm on all time scales, whereas actin-
microtubule cross-talk generates a liquefying eﬀect only at time
scales longer than 0.2 s. The F-actin induced decrease in eﬀective
diﬀusion coeﬃcients was revealed at all investigated time
scales.16 Furthermore, intracellular motion in the sub-diﬀusive
regime is qualitatively distinct from overdamped Brownian
motion. Negative correlations between increments of motion
generate this sub-diﬀusive behaviour. This suggests another class
of Langevin-type models for the velocity, generating Gaussian
fluctuations with correlations characteristic of an anti-persistent
motion.17
2.3. Dimensionality in intracellular transport
To reduce the complexity of the 3D cell interior, a quasi-1D cell
system was realised by special surface treatment, confining cell
adhesion to pre-patterned quasi-1D surface lines.18,25 On these
quasi-1D surface structures of 1 mm width, straight cellular
outgrowth of up to several 100 mm was observed for PC12 cells.18
Quasi-1D intracellular transport phases of inserted fluorescent
nanoparticles (NPs) were analysed by the two-state local MSD
analysis as described in Section 2.1. Upon direct insertion of
non-functionalised NPs into the cells, which could not bind to
bio-motors for directed transport, sub-diﬀusive intracellular
transport was predominant. However, this transport behaviour
reverses completely towards directed transport when attachment
to bio-motors is possible. Thus, tuning the attachment rate to
intracellular bio-motors is a useful tool to control the eﬃciency of
intracellular transport processes.18
To further investigate the aspects of dimensionality in intra-
cellular transport, 3D trajectories of fluorescent NPs inside living
cells were analysed by local MSD calculation and compared to
their 2D projections.21 This way, the impact of each dimension
for directed transport and diﬀusion was identified. Two cell types
were compared: D. discoideum cells exhibiting a rather 3D
morphology during adhesion and migration and HUH7 cells
that are rather flat (2D-like) when adhered to a flat substrate.
It was found that directed transport along microtubules is
performed isotropically in D. discoideum cells. Here, the projection
of the transport trajectories into 2D showed significant deviations
from 3D directed transport behaviour. In contrast, the 2D projec-
tion of the directed phase trajectories did not result in a significant
change in motion characteristics in the more 2D-organised HUH7
cells, where directed transport along MTs occurs predominantly in
the 2D plane of adhesion. Diﬀusion coeﬃcients obtained from 2D
projections of the 3D tracks were underestimated in both cell
types, proving that intracellular diﬀusion is a complex, anisotropic
process in living cells with distinct 3D features.21
2.4. Force application inside living cells by magnetic tweezers
The micro-viscoelasticity of the intracellular space of D. discoideum
cells was studied by evaluating the intracellular transport of
magnetic force probes and their viscoelastic responses to force
pulses in the pN to nN regime.24,26 Magnetic tweezer technology
was applied by pulling super-paramagnetic micro- and nano-
scaled particles inside cells via an inhomogeneous, external
magnetic field.19,24,26
The robustness of intracellular transport processes can be
correlated with the resistance against external force application.
In general, it was found that nN forces exerted onmagnetic beads
attached to microtubules (MTs) are balanced by traction forces.
Those arise at the MT ends coupled to the actin cortex and the
microtubule organising centre (MTOC), respectively. Mechanical
coupling between the MTs and the viscoelastic actin cortex
provides cells with high mechanical stability despite the softness
of the cytoplasm. Stronger external forces have to be balanced by
the interplay of the traction forces in the MT network and the
shear stress in the viscoelastic actin cortex.19
Therefore, the cytoplasmic space of cells is an active body
that is mechanically stabilised by interactive crosstalk between
the viscoelastic shell and the aster-like array of microtubules
embedded in the viscoplastic cytoplasmatic space.26 External
cues strongly influence these mechanisms and recent investi-
gations showed that mechano-transduction also occurs in the
nucleus and is therefore not only restricted to adhesion sites
and cell surface receptors.27
3. Control of cell motion by
spatio-temporally controlled
external chemical stimuli
The prime example of complex intracellular feedback on fast
time scales is chemotaxis, the capability of cells to sense,28,29
polarise30 and migrate towards an external chemical stimulus.4
In this orchestrated process, chemoattractants bind to cell surface
receptors and induce cell polarisation and the subsequent
generation of protrusions in the direction of the gradient
(Fig. 3).31,32 Chemotaxis is essential for embryogenesis,33 neuron
guidance,34 and inflammatory response,9 but also in pathologic
aberrations like metastasis.8,35 Understanding the key mecha-
nisms of chemotaxis will allow for active cell guidance. This will
greatly facilitate artificial tissue formation in tissue engineering
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and novel approaches for regenerative medicine, e.g. by directing
themigration of specific cell types towards defined regions inside
3D scaﬀolds. Additionally, the elucidation of chemotactic pro-
cesses in metastasis might lead to the discovery of potential
targets for tumour therapy.
Therefore, many recent developments in microfluidics aim at
a better experimental setup to stimulate cells in highly controlled,
spatio-temporally varying gradient fields. Micropipette36,37 and
diﬀusion chamber38–40 assays are easily applicable methods to
create chemical gradients, while for the generation of temporally
stable gradients, chemical mixing in cascade microfluidic struc-
tures is applied experimentally.41–43 Y-chambers even add the
advantage of temporal on/off-switching.44,45 For rapid chemotactic
stimulation, photo-induced release of chemotactic agents was
implemented.46–48 However, this technique leads to temporal
and local inhomogeneities.
3.1. Cell motion analysis in alternating gradient fields
The creation of realistic artificial cell environments needs both
aspects: stable gradients and fast changes in the gradient direc-
tion. This was first achieved by a complex valve-based approach
examining migratory responses of neutrophils to fast gradient
variations.42 An even higher stability accompanied by faster
switching frequencies and a less complex setup is gained using
a 3-inlet microfluidic gradient generator. This technique allows
for the generation of highly stable, homogeneous gradients on
large scales to address many cells in parallel.49 The cells sense
chemotactic fields arising from two opposite directions, which
can be switched on alternatingly at any frequency, to adapt to
the exposure times the cells experience in the currently applied
chemotactic field. Two fundamentally diﬀerent cell repolarisa-
tion andmigration types were identified during reorientation of
D. discoideum cells towards the new gradient directions: repolar-
isation and U-turn behaviour. Even dynamical cell trapping was
performed at high gradient switching frequencies. Here, the cells
could not follow the changing stimulus and therefore were
trapped.49 This can be used to probe the mechanistic time scales
of the sensing abilities of cells.
Intracellular repolymerisation dynamics visualized by the GFP
fusion protein LimEDcc in D. discoideum cells has been quanti-
fied by a fluorescence dipole moment correlating the direction of
the actin front to the gradient direction (Fig. 4). Repolymerisation
behaviour involves reorganisation of the actin cortex towards the
newmigration direction and the establishment of a newmigration
front at the opposite end of the cell.49 The temporal evolution of
this process is shown in Fig. 4.
Future experiments need to combine these highly stable but
temporarily variable gradient fields with further external stimuli
and internal cell readouts to clarify the still remaining questions
regarding chemotactically induced movement.
3.2. Influcence of cell shape on chemotaxis
Amoeboid cell motion in general occurs by cyclic formation
of protrusions (pseudopods) at the cell front, followed by active
retraction of the cell rear.50 Cell shape changes have been investi-
gated in more detail to extract optimal combinations of cell shape
changes and migration behaviour for the sensing of chemotactic
fields at the sensing limit.51,52 Results show that D. discoideum cells
are capable of chemotaxis at the fundamental limit of gradient
sensing, as predicted by a static absorber model.53 This model
shows that an amoeboid cell exhibits the same average sensing
precision as a spherical object binding the chemoattractant
permanently to its surface. Additional insight was gained about
a windshield eﬀect produced by the flow of a chemotactic
medium across a cell. This eﬀect interferes with accurate chemo-
taxis, but cells are capable of compensating for this eﬀect, if it is
caused by their own motion.53 The highly correlated shapes
and motion behaviours of amoeba are strategies for coping with
Fig. 3 Cell polarising its actin cortex (red) towards the source of a
chemical gradient and initiating directed migration.
Fig. 4 Schematic illustration of a cell polarising towards alternating gradient
directions (top). Actin polymerisation is quantified by LimEDcc GFP and the
fluorescence dipole moment (FDM) quantifies the amount of fluorescence in
the upper versus the lower hemisphere of the cell during this reorientation
process (bottom). Cell polarisation (mid image gallery) and fluorescence
dipole moment (black line in plot) following the gradient direction (green line
in plot) [according to data from ref. 49].
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such motion induced gradients at a low signal-to-noise-ratio in
chemotaxis.54 It was found that sideway sensing strategies fit with
experimentally observed pseudopod splitting and zig-zag move-
ment up the gradient.51 Furthermore, a stopping and sensing
strategy was revealed, exhibiting reduced speed accompanied by
cell shape oscillations.55 A third strategy would be the compensa-
tion by chemoattractant secretion at the rear of the cell, which
D. discoideum is known to do. Since similar cell behaviour is
observed in a diverse range of cell types,51 these could be conserved
traits in evolution and could be used for medical applications, e.g.
for guiding the migration of cell ensembles or immune cells by
utilizing cell–cell signalling.
4. Cellular adhesion and motion
control in predefined quasi-3D
environments
In the absence of external cues, motile amoeboid cells migrate
by the formation of stochastically generated pseudopods. The
current model assumes two alternating motility modes: a random
probingmode and a directed, fast migrationmode.56 This eﬃcient
‘‘search strategy’’ is highly dynamic and can be characterised by
distinct diﬀerences in the protrusion frequency and angle dis-
tribution of successive turns in the migration direction.55 Cell
velocity and shape analysis during these randommigration phases
led to simple models of amoeboid random walk.57 In the last
decade, a refined view emerged considering correlations between
the cellular orientation and the migration direction.58–61 In the
presence of mechanical or chemical cues, the protrusions can be
stabilized and trigger directed migration by cell polarisation.62
This specific type of cell migration is observed in several eukary-
otic cell types, e.g. stem cells, specific immune cells or metastatic
tumour cells,63 which can travel long distances inside the complex
tissues of the human body to reach their point of destination.64
Thus, a profound understanding of the mechanisms governing
amoeboid migration in 3D environments will facilitate novel
approaches in diagnostics and therapy. It will give rise to the
development of novel drugs in cancer therapy, targeting specific
cytoskeletal parts or intracellular proteins that have been shown
to promote tumour metastasis. Furthermore, the abilities for
cell guidance by topographic cues will be of utmost importance
for the 3D distribution of cells inside artificial scaffolds in tissue
engineering.
4.1. Cell-substrate interactions in amoeboid migration
Spontaneous generation of pseudopods at random sites is a
basic activity of vital cells and can be found in homogeneous
cell migration environments lacking topographic and chemotactic
stimuli. D. discoideum cells perform a special kind of random
motion consisting of zig-zag-like motions over distances of
about 20 mm and a subsequent change in the direction.23,55,65
This motion behaviour is correlated with the dynamics of pseu-
dopod spreading. Pseudopods protrude constantly for several
microns and stop abruptly. Then, the cell rear is retracted by
unbinding from the substrate, decreasing the contact area.
Subsequently, migration in a new direction is induced. Hence,
cell motion is characterised by a concomitant cyclic variation of
the contact area.23
The influence of surface structure and chemistry on this type
of cell dynamics in D. discoideum cells during adhesion has been
investigated quantitatively for diﬀerent actinmanipulating proteins
by tracking the cell adhesion area and the protein distribution
during the adhesion process.61–66 The analysis of the gain and
loss of contact area revealed fluctuations in forces of protrusion
and retraction that prevent D. discoideum cells from approaching
a steady-state of interaction with a substrate. In conclusion, non-
monotonic cell spreading is induced by spatio-temporal patterns
resulting from the interplay of motor proteins and regulatory
proteins, either promoting or terminating the polymerisation
of actin.61
The importance of substrate adhesion and interaction was
stressed by investigations on the size and number of actin foci in
D. discoideum, where a negative correlation between the actin foci
number and the cell velocity was found.67 Thus, amoeboid cell
motility strongly depends on the interaction with the substrate.
This is a very important principle for future studies and potential
applications, as similar correlations between focal adhesion
dynamics and cell motility have been found for other types of
cell migration.68
4.2. Influence of quasi-3D structures on amoeboid cell
motility
3D structures influence adhesion and migration behaviour of
living cells by inducing local and global changes in cellular
morphology and protein expression.69–71
To analyse diﬀerences in cell migration in 3D structured
environments versus on flat substrates (2D), the motion behaviour
of D. discoideum cells has been investigated in micro-pillar arrays
with defined geometry and density.56,72 Results elucidate that
microstructures on surfaces are not sensed as simple obstacles,
leading to a deflection of the cell path, but can trap cells in contact
with these structures and stop cell motion. This dynamic cell
trapping eﬀect depends on the cell’s initial motility mode, which
is enhanced with increasing number of surface structures the cell
is in contact with at a given time (Fig. 5).56,72
Additionally, switching from a randomly formed pseudopod
(random motility mode) into a stabilised pseudopod (directed
migration) is enhanced by surface contact, meaning that cells
migrate by maximising contact with available surface structures.
However, cells lacking microtubules do not show pronounced
attraction to surface pillars, leading to the conclusion that micro-
tubules mediate cellular interaction with surface structures.56 The
general dependence of focal adhesion build-up and disassembly
on microtubules has also been observed in fibroblasts73,74 and
proves the relevance of the principles derived from investigations
on amoeboid cells.
Further investigations revealed that the spatial density of the
quasi-3D environment has a distinct eﬀect on cell migration, e.g.
the number of directed pillar-to-pillar runs is increased by higher
pillar densities, triggering cell polarisation.56,72 A long-term shift
of cell migration towards regions with pillar distances in the
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range of the cell diameter was observed. This eﬀect is based on
directed migration from low density regions and a contrary
passive drift from high density regions where cells are spatially
confined.60 This ‘‘topophoresis’’ eﬀect opens the possibility of
guiding or sorting diﬀerent cell types according to the spatial
geometry and density of the 3D environment. Additionally, in
D. discoideum cells exposed to traction forces by 3D spatial
confinement, a transition from actin-driven pseudopod formation
towards bleb-driven motility can be observed.37 Interestingly, the
migration of mesenchymal-like cells shows a plasticity depending
on the adhesion to the substrate and spatial confinement. They
exhibited a tendency to perform amoeboid-like migration for
low substrate adhesion and spatial confinement inside artificial
environments.75 This finding underlines the importance of
amoeboid migration for the development of novel materials
for cell guidance in tissue engineering.
5. Outlook
This review summarizes recent research on the influence of
chemical and mechanical stimuli on cell behaviour and the under-
lying processes, with a focus on amoeboid migration. The survival
of cells in organisms depends on their ability to respond to
external cues with changes in their intracellular signalling
pathways. The extraction of these state changes from intracellular
motion data will serve as a novel readout tool for the precise
analysis of cell interactions with materials and active agents, e.g.
for more eﬃcient screening assays in drug development.
Future research should aim at advancing the mechanistic
understanding of the complex interplay of extracellular cues
and intracellular states in setups combining mechanical and
chemical stimuli in 3D, successively approaching physiological
conditions. The systematic analysis and elucidation of these
interactions will greatly facilitate the buildup of a toolbox for
the design of cell-type specific surface structures and 3D scaf-
folds and initiate novel approaches in biomedical research. The
crucial step here is to optimize the combination of stimuli for
manipulating cell functions with bioactive materials, ranging
in size from the micron to the nanoscale. Mechanical stimuli
will be provided by 3D scaﬀolds to promote or hinder directed
cell migration, guiding cells to desired destinations and pro-
viding ideal conditions for specific cell types. To enhance these
eﬀects, local chemotactic gradients will be generated inside the
scaﬀolds by incorporated nanocarriers, altering the cytoskele-
ton or triggering local changes in cell functions.
The presented approach mimics the amount of information a
cell has to compute in vivo and will elucidate the decisionmaking
process in living cells. This will be greatly facilitated by computa-
tional studies, helping to find consistent biophysical models for
cellular behaviour.76,77 In a greater scheme, this will allow for the
design of more realistic drug screening assays, organs-on-a-chip,
bioactive scaﬀolds and open up new prospects for applications in
tissue engineering and regenerative medicine.
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